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IntroductIon
Across the country, many students are attending high 

schools that provide a high-quality education that prepares 

them for college and a meaningful career. Yet far too 

many students, particularly those who live in high-poverty 

communities or are students of color, are not receiving 

an equally high-quality education. At the nation’s highest-

poverty schools, which serve the majority of the nation’s 

students of color, student reading levels are comparable 

to the world’s lowest-achieving countries.2 With the 

percentage of students of color in the United States 

currently at 48 percent,3 and rising, the nation must focus 

on increasing student achievement, closing achievement 

gaps, and graduating more students from high school 

ready for college and a career. 

Closing achievement and graduation rate gaps requires 

comprehensive school reform that includes a focus on 

a positive school climate that meets and develops the 

academic, social, and emotional needs of every student. 

Doing this means addressing the multiple factors that can 

negatively affect school climate. One of these factors is 

student discipline policies that keep too many students 

out of school and away from the classroom, causing them 

to lose critical learning time. As the majority of states 

begin implementing more rigorous standards, success 

in meeting those standards depends on students being 

engaged and in school.

This paper, the second in the Alliance for Excellent 

Education’s Climate Change series, will discuss the state of 

school discipline policies nationwide. This paper describes

 y student discipline data; 

 y school discipline policies, specifically the ineffective 

policies that are disproportionately applied to certain 

subgroups of students; 

 y the consequences of these ineffective policies on 

student engagement and achievement; and

 y recommendations for more effective and equitable 

practices that keep students in school and foster a 

positive school climate for all students and staff.a

“  I feel that maybe our 
educatIon Isn’t as valuable, 
maybe they feel as If we 
can’t amount to anythIng 
… before we can scream, 
‘resources, resources,’ 
we need to have students 
InsIde the schools.”1

— t. fInley, student
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challenging 
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a For the purpose of this work, the Alliance for Excellent Education defines “positive school climate” as an environment that reflects a commitment to meeting and 
developing the academic, social, and emotional needs of every student.
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the State of Student 
dIScIplIne

Who Is Being disciplined?

The 2009–10 Civil Rights Data Collection of the U.S. 

Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights highlights 

an important reality: students of color, students with 

disabilities, and English language learners (ELLs) are 

suspended and expelled at higher rates than their white 

peers.4 According to the Center for Civil Rights Remedies, 

one out of every four African American secondary school 

students, nearly one out of every five students with 

disabilities, and one out of five ELLs was suspended at 

least once during School Year (SY) 2009–10, compared to 

one in sixteen white students without disabilities.5 Among 

the 100 largest school districts in the nation, the rates 

of suspension for male students of color with disabilities 

in many instances exceeded 33 percent.6 In the city of 

Chicago in SY 2009–10, 73 percent of African American 

males with disabilities were suspended one or more times, 

compared to 20 percent of white males with disabilities.7 

Further, although African American and Latino students 

comprise 16 percent and 24 percent of the nation’s public 

school-age student population respectively, they represent 

more than 70 percent of the students who are involved in 

school-related arrests or referred to law enforcement by 

the school. Students of color, students with disabilities, 

and ELLs are disproportionately suspended compared 

to their white and non-disabled peers.

What are they Being disciplined for?

In addition to being suspended at higher rates than 

their white peers, students of color and ELLs without 

disabilities are also being disciplined for less serious 

or harmfulb behavior.8 Several studies demonstrate that 

African American students are suspended more harshly 

and for less serious and more subjective types of offenses 

compared to white students.9 According to four individual 

studies, white students were referred much more frequently 

for offenses that are more easily identified objectively, 

such as smoking, vandalizing property, and leaving school 

grounds without permission, while African American 

students were more often referred for subjective behaviors, 

such as disrespect, excessive noise, and loitering.10

In New York City during SY 2011–12, more than 95 

percent of the arrests made by the New York City Police 

Department’s School Safety Division personnel were of 

b In general, whereas only 5 percent of out-of-school suspensions are given for serious or dangerous disciplinary incidents, such as possession of a weapon or drugs 
on campus, 95 percent are given for disruptive behavior or willful defiance, or simply classified as “other.” See D. Losen and R. J. Skiba, Suspended Education: Urban 
Middle Schools in Crisis (Montgomery, AL: Southern Poverty Law Center, September 2010). 
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African American or Latino students,11 even though they 

make up 69 percent of the student population (30 percent 

of students are African American and 39 percent are 

Latino).12 Sixty percent of these arrests were for disorderly 

conduct, which is a catchall category that encompasses 

typical student misbehaviors such as writing on desks and 

horseplay.13 Further, one in five of the arrested students 

was between the ages of eleven and fourteen. The 

majority of suspensions are disproportionately given 

to students of color and for less serious and more 

subjective behavior than their white peers.

how are they Being disciplined?

The punishment for these nonviolent offenses is often 

unaligned or inappropriate for the offense committed. Many 

schools, districts, and states expel students, transfer them 

to alternative schools, arrest them, or issue them a ticket for 

certain nonviolent infractions. For example, Texas has used 

the criminal justice system to deal with student truancy. 

This approach has resulted in the prosecution of more than 

36,000 students from just four school districts,14 with some 

children as young as twelve being prosecuted as adults.c

These disciplinary approaches can in some instances 

extend beyond the student. In Michigan and Illinois, 

parents can be fined and required to serve jail time for 

their student’s truancy,15 with penalties for parents ranging 

from $500 to $1,500 in fines and up to ninety days in jail.16 

While this approach may reflect the state’s tough attitude 

toward truancy and related behavior, it fails to address 

the reasons why the student is missing school or how 

to reengage the student so that she wants and is able 

to attend school. Student truancy could be the result of 

safety concerns, such as bullying or harassment; family 

obligations, such as providing care for a sibling or child or 

caring for an ill family member; or some other reason that 

requires a supportive rather than punitive response. 

There is little evidence that suspensions and jail time are 

effective at improving student behavior or decreasing minor  

violations of school rules. Moreover, there is strong evidence 

of a positive correlation between the number of  

suspensions and academic disengagement. One related 

study shows that of all the factors measured, academic 

disengagement has the strongest relationship with disciplinary 

referrals,17 resulting in a continual cycle of disengagement, 

disciplinary referrals, and loss of learning time.

The increased rigor of the Common Core State Standards 

and the commensurate need for students to graduate 

from high school ready for college and a career mandates 

that students spend more time in school, not less. To 

be effective at engaging students, efforts to reduce 

suspensions should provide a more inclusive and 

compassionate learning environment rather than an 

exclusionary one.18 The inappropriate use and overuse of 

suspensions results in a loss of critical learning time and 

serves to further disengage students from school.

Which leads to these questions: Why are these harsh 

and ineffective discipline practices, which mirror the 

criminal justice system and alienate students, allowed 

to continue, and why are they disproportionately 

applied to select groups of students?

c Several advocacy groups have filed a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Justice regarding Texas’s approach to addressing truancy.

there Is strong evIdence 
of a posItIve correlatIon 
between the number of 
suspensIons and academIc 
dIsengagement.
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Students of color, English language learners (ELLs), 

and students with disabilities are often treated as 

discrete groups. However, a significant number of 

students fall into more than one group, which adds to 

their diversity and, often, the complexity of challenges. 

Further, there is significant evidence, and a history of 

legal action in response to this evidence, regarding the 

overrepresentation of students of color and ELLs in special 

education.19 This overrepresentation may be due to the 

ambiguity and subjectivity in certain special education 

categories, particularly in learning disabilities and 

emotional/behavioral disorders.20

The over-identification of students of color and ELLs 

as students with disabilities makes the concerns 

regarding school discipline policies even greater. 

Students with disabilities are twice as likely as non-

disabled students to be disciplined.21 Further, one out 

of every four African American students with disabilities 

was suspended during SY 2009–10, and students with 

disabilities in general were more likely to be suspended 

multiple times in the same year.22 Discipline disparities 

exist between students with disabilities and students 

without disabilities as well as between students of color 

with disabilities and white students with disabilities. 

Fourteen percent of African American students with 

disabilities received out-of-school suspensions two or 

more times during SY 2009–10, compared to 7 percent of 

African American students without disabilities.23 During this 

same time, 4 percent of white students with disabilities and 

less than 2 percent of white students without disabilities 

were suspended out of school two or more times.24

The rates of suspension vary across states; in states 

with a significant number of African American students, 

the suspension rate for African American students with 

disabilities is often two or three times the rate of white 

students with disabilities within the state.25 During SY 

2009–10, Illinois, for example, suspended nearly 42 

percent of all African American students with disabilities 

compared to 8 percent of white students with disabilities. 

In Connecticut, the rates are 32 percent compared to 5 

percent; Alabama, 22 percent compared to 9 percent; 

and Texas, 25 percent compared to 8 percent.26 (For 

additional state and district comparisons, by 

subgroup and school level, the Civil Rights Project 

at University of California, Los Angeles provides a 

tool to find data on suspension rates at U.S. schools 

nationwide; see http://www.schooldisciplinedata.org/.)

In addition to addressing concerns over misidentification, 

since a significant number of students with disabilities 

spend 80 percent or more of their school day in a general 

education classroom setting,27 additional training and 

support for general education teachers on how best to 

prevent and respond to behavioral issues should be 

provided in an effort to reduce the number of incidents.d

Students with Disabilities

d The Study of Personnel Needs in Special Education (SPeNSE) reports that 95 percent of all general education teachers currently teach students with disabilities or 
have done so in the past, with an average caseload of 3.5 students with disabilities. See M. C. Pugach, “Research on Preparing General Education Teachers to Work 
with Students with Disabilities,” in Studying Teacher Education: The Report of the AERA Panel on Research and Teacher Education, ed. M. Cochran-Smith and K. M. 
Zeichner (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2006), pp. 549–90.

http://www.schooldisciplinedata.org/
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ineffeCtive SChool DiSCipline 
poliCieS anD praCtiCeS
Research repeatedly shows that harsh disciplinary policies 

disproportionately affect students of color and students 

with disabilities.28 Not only are harsh discipline practices 

disproportionately applied, and for less serious behavior, 

they are also an ineffective response to the behavior.29 

Further, there are other practices and policies that have 

proven to be effective in creating a safe and positive 

school climate for all students and staff.

In light of the strong relationship between suspensions 

and dropping out of school,30 any effort to address the 

nation’s dropout crisis and close the graduation rate 

gap between white students and students of color and 

students with disabilities will be limited if reducing the use 

of exclusionary discipline practices is not part of that effort. 

Two of the least effective practices are the use of zero-

tolerance policies and the criminalization of certain student 

behaviors. These are both ineffective and harmful, and are 

being disproportionately applied to students of color and 

students with disabilities. 

Zero-tolerance policies

Many schools have implemented discipline policies intended 

to keep classrooms and schools safe environments for 

learning. Unfortunately, several of these policies have been 

shown to be counterproductive.e One of these policies is 

zero tolerance, which, as applied in the school context, 

generally means the automatic imposition of severe 

penalties, including suspension and expulsion, in response 

to rule violations. Zero-tolerance policies were initially 

designed for infractions related to weapons, drugs,31 and 

violent acts. Such policies can be more appropriate for 

infractions that clearly endanger the lives of students and 

teachers. The removal of a student from school should be 

reserved for the most serious and threatening infractions, 

as was originally intended. Unfortunately, these policies that 

remove students from school are now frequently used for 

many less serious infractions, including minor offenses such 

as using profanity or truancy.32

any effort to address the 
natIon’s dropout crIsIs 
and close the graduatIon 
rate gap between whIte 
students and students of 
color and students wIth 
dIsabIlItIes wIll be lImIted 
If reducIng the use of 
exclusIonary dIscIplIne 
practIces Is not part of 
that effort.

e There is no data showing that out-of-school suspension or expulsion reduces rates of disruption or improves school climate; rather, in 2008, according to the American 
Psychological Association, available data suggested that disciplinary removal had negative effects on student outcomes and the learning climate. See Southern 
Poverty Law Center, “Discussion,” http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/publications/suspended-education/discussion (accessed August 10, 2013).
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For several decades, out-of-school suspensions and zero-

tolerance policies were on the rise, but many researchers 

and educators believe that these policies are overused 

and are keeping students from learning. In addition, 

students of color receive suspensions and expulsions at 

alarming rates.33 The high rates of suspension resulting 

from zero-tolerance policies do not demonstrate any 

benefit for students. Zero-tolerance policies overly rely 

on the use of suspensions, negatively affecting student 

learning and student-teacher relationships. According to 

a report by the Civil Rights Project at the University of 

California, Los Angeles, disciplinary actions that remove 

students from schoolf lead to lower overall attendance 

rates and increased course failures, and can set students 

on a path of disengagement from school that could 

ultimately keep them from graduating.34 Further, as 

demonstrated by a districtwide study of the Chicago Public 

Schools, these actions can have an adverse impact on 

school climate by aggravating distrust between students 

and adults within the school if they are not equitably and 

appropriately applied.35

Criminalization of misconduct in Schools

Along with the use of zero-tolerance policies, the increased 

misuse of the role of police in schools is contributing to 

the school-to-prison pipeline epidemic. The term “school-

to-prison pipeline” refers to the policies and practices that 

push the nation’s schoolchildren—especially those who are 

most at risk of failing or dropping out—out of the classroom 

and into the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Breaking 

minor school rules was once regarded as common student 

misconduct, but in many schools today these offenses are 

punishable by fines, arrests, and entry into the juvenile 

justice system. This is further compounded by the fact that 

many schools are spending large portions of their budgets 

on law enforcement personnel on campus.

Although the presence of police officers or school 

resource officers (SROs) is sometimes an effort 

to protect against outside threats, in schools that 

predominately serve students of color, officers are often 

used to discipline students. A study of sixteen school 

districts in Massachusetts employing SROs shows that 

socioeconomic context and administrator expectations 

played a major role in how SROs viewed their 

responsibility within the school.36 For example, in suburban 

schools, SROs characterized school administrators as 

protective of students, while in larger, more urban school 

districts, where the majority of students were not white, 

SROs reported that administrators were more inclined 

to make an example of students’ misbehaviors by taking 

a hard-line approach to discipline.37 Schools need to be 

clear about the role of SROs and mindful of how that 

role is perceived by students, family members, and the 

community. If SROs are perceived by students as solely 

exclusionary and punitive, schools should take steps to 

change this perception, and ensure that SROs are seen as 

contributing to a safer and more positive school climate.38

f Research also shows that school systems are using disciplinary transfers as a means to push students to transfer to alternative schools, and often do so repeatedly 
during the course of their high school experience. See W. Askew et al., Kept Out: Barriers to Meaningful Education in the School-to-Prison Pipeline (Washington, DC: 
Georgetown Law Human Rights Institute Fact-Finding Mission, April 2012). Not only is moving students to another school setting disruptive academically and socially, 
but many alternative schools do not provide the education and skills needed in a global, knowledge-based economy.
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These policies and approaches have also led to a 

significant rise in students being introduced to the 

juvenile justice and criminal systems at an early age. 

In Pennsylvania, for example, school-based arrests tripled 

within a seven-year period.39 A recent report finds that in 

Florida an average of forty-five arrests are made in schools 

every day, of which two-thirds are for misdemeanors.40 

Further, between 2007 and 2008, 69 percent of the 21,000 

arrests and referrals of Florida’s students to the state’s 

Department of Juvenile Justice were for misdemeanor 

offenses.41 In Delaware, misdemeanors constitute 90 

percent of the arrests and include “disorderly conduct,” 

such as talking back to a teacher or being disruptive.42 In 

New York City, disorderly conduct in schools accounted 

for 64 percent of the summons issued, demonstrating the 

involvement of NYPD officers in non-criminal disciplinary 

incidents in schools.43 In a number of schools, police 

presence is preempting the role of teachers and student 

support staff to resolve student behavior issues within the 

school as opposed to the judicial arena.

The rise in the number of students being introduced to the 

juvenile justice system is also concerning because of the 

disproportionality of students being charged. Students of 

color are arrested more frequently than their white peers, 

and schools with large populations of students of color 

are more likely to have law enforcement officials on site 

and zero-tolerance policies in place. In Delaware between 

2010 and 2011, African American students were three and 

a half times more likely to be arrested in school than white 

students.44 In 2011, African American students made up 

only 21 percent of the youth in Florida but comprised 46 

percent of all school-related referrals to law enforcement.45 

In New York City, from October to December 2011, an 

average of five students were arrested each school day, 

and 93.5 percent of those students were students of color, 

even though students of color make up 69 percent of their 

student population.46

The disproportionate rates of discipline are not solely the 

result of worse behavior by certain groups of students. 

One might deduce from looking at the data that students 

of color are misbehaving and breaking student conduct 

codes at higher rates than their white peers. However, 

the overrepresentation of certain groups of students 

may be attributable to subjective perceptions of student 

behavior. According to several studies, in-school 

suspensions for African American students are not 

due to higher rates of misbehavior.47 In addition, “white 

students are disproportionately likely to be disciplined 

for ‘objective’ offenses, such as alcohol possession, 

whereas students of color are disproportionately likely to 

be disciplined for ‘subjective’ offenses such as disorderly 

conduct and disrupting public school.”48 This suggests 

that at least some of the differences in discipline are 

not due to African American students committing a 

greater number of offenses that are objectively wrong or 

inappropriate; quite the opposite—they are more inclined 

to commit offenses that are subject to interpretation. 

Further, even when punished for the same offense as 

students from other backgrounds, African American 

students receive harsher punishments.49
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Zero tolerance and the criminalization of nonviolent 

student behavior fail to address the underlying reasons 

for the behavior and often have harmful consequences. 

Moreover, excessive punitive responses decrease 

rather than increase academic engagement, have 

lasting consequences on students, and for many create 

a pathway to prison rather than to college and a career.

Specifically:

 y Being suspended just once in ninth grade is 

associated with doubling the risk of a student dropping 

out of high school (from 16 percent to 32 percent). The 

rate increases to 42 percent if a student is suspended 

twice in ninth grade.50

 y There is a strong relationship between being 

suspended, being retained at a grade level, and 

dropping out of school.51

 y Out-of-school suspensions increase students’ 

probability of both dropping out of school and being at 

risk for future incarceration.52

 y According to the Civil Rights Project, after controlling 

for race and poverty, relatively higher use of out-of-

school suspensions correlates with lower test scores.53

It is clear that the cost to students affected by these 

policies is too high and that students of color are bearing 

the brunt of it. A student’s connection to their school is 

bound to be fractured or broken when they are arrested 

or ticketed for minor infractions. Students who are not 

engaged in school are more likely to be absent, to lose 

classroom instruction time, to lose interest in learning, 

and to continue inappropriate conduct—all indicators 

for dropping out of high school. The stakes are too high 

for these students, their families, communities, and our 

nation. Policies and practices that force students out 

of school must be replaced with ones that address the 

underlying cause of the behavior and contribute to a 

positive school climate.

poliCieS anD praCtiCeS 
that work for StuDentS
While policies such as zero tolerance push out and keep 

students from being in school, there are practices and 

policies that yield much better results. Policymakers 

nationwide are supporting alternatives to zero tolerance 

that promote more positive forms of school discipline. 

These practices and practices benefit all students 

and provide a more equitable and supportive system 

of school discipline, all while keeping at-risk students 

engaged and in school.

Zero tolerance and 
the crImInalIZatIon of 
nonvIolent student 
behavIor faIl to address 
the underlyIng reasons for 
the behavIor and often have 
harmful consequences. 

being suspended just once in ninth grade is 
associated with doubling  

the risk of a student dropping out of high 
school (from 16 percent to 32 percent). 

2x
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restorative Justice

Restorative justice is an approach that focuses on 

repairing harm caused by wrongdoing and preventing 

future incidents rather than mandating suspension or 

expulsion, especially for incidents that are not dangerous 

(see Table 1).54 According to the Dignity in Schools 

Campaign, restorative justice practices aim to build school 

community and resolve conflict by restoring positive 

relationships through

 y using regular classroom circles to work together with 

students to set academic goals, explore the curriculum, 

and develop core values for the classroom community;

 y training teachers and staff in classroom management 

to increase communication and work with students to 

reflect on how their actions impact others; and

 y when disciplinary issues occur, using small group 

circles, fairness committees, and peer juries to speak 

with involved students about the causes of the issues 

and identify positive solutions to repair the harm 

done to the school community through responses, 

such as mediation, community service, conflict 

resolution, and so on.55

Schools and districts adopting discipline policies using 

restorative justice have seen positive changes. Between 

2008 and 2009, Denver Public Schools, whose student 

population at the time was 77 percent students of color,56 

implemented a restorative justice plan. This resulted 

in a 40 percent reduction in out-of-school suspensions 

and a 68 percent reduction in police tickets in schools.57 

Similarly, West Philadelphia High School—which has an 

African American student population of nearly 100 percent 

and is designated a “persistently dangerous school” by the 

state—utilized restorative justice concepts and saw violent 

acts and serious incidents drop 52 percent during SY 

2007–08 and then another 40 percent by late 2008.58

table 1. how is the restorative Justice 

System Different?

traditional  
approach

restorative 
approach

School rules are broken. People and relationships 
are harmed.

Justice focuses on 
establishing guilt.

Justice identifies needs 
and responsibility.

Accountability = 
punishment.

Accountability = 
understanding impact and 
repairing harm.

Justice directed at the 
offender; the victim is 
ignored.

Offender, victim, and 
school all have direct 
roles in the justice 
process.

Rules and intent outweigh 
whether the outcome is 
positive or negative.

Offender is responsible for 
harmful behavior, repairing 
harm, and working toward 
positive outcomes.

Limited opportunity for 
expressing remorse or 
making amends.

Opportunity given to make 
amends and express 
remorse.

Source: Fix School Discipline, “Restorative Justice or 
Restorative Practices,” www.fixschooldiscipline.org/toolkit/
educators/restorative/ (accessed September 3, 2013).

polIcymakers natIonwIde 
are supportIng 
alternatIves to Zero 
tolerance that promote 
more posItIve forms of 
school dIscIplIne.

www.fixschooldiscipline.org/toolkit/educators/restorative/
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School-wide positive behavior intervention 

and Supports (SwpbiS)

Another alternative to extreme and punitive discipline 

policies is School-wide Positive Behavior Intervention 

and Supports (SWPBIS). SWPBIS is a comprehensive 

evidence-based approach with the main goal of 

decreasing student misconduct in schools.59 SWPBIS 

does this by creating the social and behavioral supports 

needed for all students, educators and staff, parents, and 

community members to create the climate for students to 

reach high levels of social and academic achievement. 

According to the U.S. Department of Education’s Office 

for Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, schools 

implementing SWPBIS should have the core elements 

within their plans outlined in Table 2.

Instead of suspending students, SWPBIS schools create 

discipline plans that include, but are not limited to

 y developing core values for the school community;

 y training teachers and staff in classroom management 

and positive behavior support strategies to recognize 

and reward positive student behavior;

 y using positive interventions when disciplinary issues 

occur, such as counseling, conflict resolution, 

mediation, and team interventions; and

 y using data to monitor and improve discipline policies 

to meet the needs of teachers and students.61 

Data demonstrates that proper implementation of SWPBIS 

can have beneficial outcomes. Between 2005 and 2006, 

twelve schools within the Chicago Public Schools used 

SWPBIS (during which the student population consisted of 

92 percent students of color62). The district witnessed the 

number of students who received six or more disciplinary 

referrals fall by 50 percent over the three years following 

implementation.63 Between 2007 and 2008, data from  

102 schools using SWPBIS in Florida, a state serving  

table 2. Designing Schoolwide Systems 

for Students’ Success: a response-to-

intervention model 
u.s. department of education, office of special education programs

System Organization*
Interventions and 
Supports

Tier 1: Universal 
Instruction

 y Effective for 80–90 
percent of students

 y Preventative, proactive

Tier 1: Universal 
Programming

 y Teach behavioral 
expectations

 y Common rules for  
entire school

 y Developmental guidance 
programs

 y Data: Office discipline 
referrals

 y Screening for behavioral 
disorders

Tier 2: Supplemental 
Supports for 5–15 
Percent of Students

 y Some students (at-risk)
 y High efficiency
 y Rapid response
 y Small group 
interventions

 y Some individualizing

Tier 2: Supplemental 
Interventions

 y Social skills instruction
 y Skill-based instructional 
programs

 y Data: Office discipline 
referrals and teacher 
referrals

Tier 3: Intensive Supports 
for 1–5 Percent of 
Students

 y Individual students
 y Assessment based
 y High intensity

Tier 3: Intensive 
Interventions

 y Wraparound services
 y Intensive case 
management

 y Community mental health
 y Intensive progress 
monitoring

* In Tier 1, behavioral expectations are set and taught to all 
students. In Tier 2, students needing additional support are 
offered group-level interventions. Students needing significant 
support for behavioral challenges are provided evidence-based 
interventions tailored specifically to their needs in Tier 3.60  
Source: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special 
Education Programs, Technical Assistance Center on Positive 
Behavioral Interventions and Supports, “Is School-Wide Positive 
Behavior Support an Evidence-Based Practice?,” http://www.
pbis.org/research/default.aspx (accessed August 10, 2013).

http://www.pbis.org/research/default.aspx
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a high number of students of color, shows that disciplinary 

referrals dropped by an average of 25 percent and out-of-

school suspensions fell by an average of 10 percent—all 

after one year of implementation.64

Social-emotional learning

A growing number of schools and districts are adopting 

social-emotional learning programs to assist students in 

learning how to manage their emotions, social behaviors, 

and engagement with students and their peers. Many 

social-emotional learning programs have three main 

goals for students: 

1. develop self-awareness and self-management skills to 

achieve school and life success; 

2. use social-awareness and interpersonal skills to 

establish and maintain positive relationships; and 

3. demonstrate decisionmaking skills and  

responsible behaviors in personal, school,  

and community contexts.65 

Effective implementation of these programs relies on 

strong commitment from school leaders, teachers, and 

staff to integrate the goals into the academic curriculum 

and classroom management.

These approaches are critically important, given that 

many students who are not engaged in school also lack 

the social-emotional skills to fully connect to teachers 

and peers and do well academically.66 Further, a 

significant percentage of students who lack social-emotional 

competence disrupt classrooms and learning and believe 

that their teachers do not care about them.67 According to 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, nearly 

one-third of all high school students have participated in 

or experienced multiple high-risk behaviors (for example, 

illegal substance use, violence, depression, and attempted 

suicide) that negatively affect their academic performance 

and engagement with school.68

Research shows that social-emotional learning programs 

have positive effects on students’ attitudes toward self 

and school, social behaviors, conduct problems, and 

academic performance. A meta-analysis of more than 

200 research studies on social-emotional learning 

programs shows a significant positive impact on 

decreasing conduct problems, less emotional distress, 

and improved academic achievement.69 While increasing 

social-emotional competence is important for all students, 

it is particularly important for students from economically 

depressed communities and students of color, who are 

more at risk of academic failure.70

using early-warning indicator Systems to 

identify and respond to Discipline issues

There are almost always warning signs that a student is 

becoming increasingly disengaged from school, including 

increased poor behavior and truancy.71 Robert Balfanz of 

Johns Hopkins University conducted a study of ninth-grade 

students in Philadelphia who received an out-of-home 

placement in the juvenile justice system.72 According to the 

study, these students attended school only 58 percent of 

the time, failed one-quarter of their classes, were at least 

two years below grade level, and were often retained.73 

the use of an early-
warnIng IndIcator system 
can IdentIfy and respond 
to the needs of students 
who are demonstratIng 
Increased behavIoral and 
attendance problems.
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Sixty-seven percent of these students were suspended 

at least once in eighth grade.74 An early-warning indicator 

system collects data, including student performance, rate 

of attendance, and number of disciplinary incidents to 

identify students who are at risk of dropping out, gauge 

their level and cause of risk, and respond in a timely 

and targeted manner.75 The use of an early-warning 

indicator system can identify and respond to the needs of 

students who are demonstrating increased behavioral and 

attendance problems.

While an early-warning indicator system is critical for 

identifying at-risk students, it can also reveal classroom, 

school, and district issues. For example, a school may 

have high attendance and low rates of misbehavior overall, 

but certain classrooms within that school may have poor 

attendance and poor behavior, reflecting classroom-level 

issues that need to be addressed. Patterns in early-warning 

indicators should be examined at the classroom, school, 

and district levels to identify any systemic weaknesses 

that increase the likelihood that students will drop out.76 

When a large number of students are identified as 

at risk in a classroom, school, or district, targeted 

individual support may also require that additional and 

systemic intervention addressing the factors that are 

contributing to the disengagement be provided.

the role of SChool Staff 
in equitable anD effeCtive 
DiSCipline
Positive school climate is created and supported at the 

district, school, and classroom levels. Teachers and leaders 

are individually responsible for how they choose to prevent, 

perceive, or respond to student behavior. For example, 

rates of out-of-school suspension are lower and preventive 

measures are more frequently employed in schools where 

leadership takes the position that suspension and expulsion 

are unnecessary.77 Positive school climate results in part 

from specific practices that school staff adopt to equitably 

and effectively address school discipline.

increasing Student engagement

As student engagement increases, misbehavior and 

suspension decreases.78 Disengagement is demonstrated 

through a variety of student behaviors and is one of the 

primary reasons that students are disciplined.79 Therefore, 

reducing rates of discipline requires school staff to 

examine causes of student disengagement. One source 

of disengagement can stem from dissatisfaction due to 

a non-enriching and non-inclusive curriculum.80 Student 

truancy and aggressive behavior are often triggered by 

academic disengagement, especially for African American 

and Latino males.81 While ineffective school discipline 

policies that are inequitably applied serve to physically 

push students out of school, a disengaging academic 

program can push them out mentally.

The presence of a disengaging academic program may 

in part be due to the passage of the No Child Left Behind 

Act. This legislation affects schools that receive federal 

whIle IneffectIve school 
dIscIplIne polIcIes that 
are InequItably applIed 
serve to physIcally push 
students out of school, 
a dIsengagIng academIc 
program can push them 
out mentally.
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assistance and serve a significant proportion of the 

nation’s students of color, and has resulted in an increased 

emphasis on high-stakes testing. This has further created 

classroom environments that either incentivize or pressure 

teachers to narrow the curriculum and instruction by 

focusing on test preparation.82 This type of instruction often 

results in the development of a limited set of skills at the 

expense of a richer, broader curriculum, and can further 

disengage students and restrict their preparation for 

college and a career. 

Curriculum (in the broadest sense of the term) and 

instruction have real consequences on academic and 

economic outcomes. Specifically, learning to fill out 

workbooks versus critically analyzing text signals is not 

just a difference in pedagogy, it is a difference in what 

socioeconomic class position students are being prepared 

for in life.83 Providing academic rigor demonstrates a belief 

in student capabilities, which may strengthen student-staff 

relations as well as provide a more engaging curriculum. 

More engaged students are less likely to act out in 

class and are more likely to feel valued and respected.84 

Providing a rigorous and engaging curriculum is critical for 

academic success, reducing incidents of school discipline 

and creating a positive school climate. (The influence of 

curriculum will be furthered explored in the next paper in 

the Climate Change series.)

providing Staff with tools to effectively  

and equitably prevent and respond to 

negative behavior 

Student and teacher relationships at the middle and 

secondary school levels can be particularly strained as 

teachers experience additional challenges working with 

adolescents.85 These teachers may need professional 

development tailored to better understanding adolescent 

development and then must incorporate what they learn into 

how they structure their classroom and respond to student 

behavior. A randomly controlled study of the impact of one 

teacher training program designed to strengthen teacher-

student relationships and student engagement demonstrates 

benefits for all students, especially African American students, 

who experienced the largest reduction rates in disciplinary 

referrals.86 Professional development should include a 

focus on classroom management, conflict resolution, and 

less punitive approaches to discipline. Similarly, teachers 

need additional and ongoing professional development and 

support if they are working with students with disabilities or 

ELLs, or if they are teaching out of their license or certification 

area. (Strategies for creating more engaging classrooms and 

strengthening student-teacher relationships will be further 

explored in an upcoming Climate Change paper.)

addressing Staff perception: the role of 

Culturally responsive pedagogy 

If the overrepresentation of specific groups of students, 

such as African American students or ELLs, in school 

suspensions is not due to higher rates of misbehavior, 

as has been demonstrated,87 then staff perceptions of 

student behavior must be examined and addressed. 

Teacher and leader perceptions of student behavior, 

in particular of more subjective offenses, may be 

indicative of the differences between the social 

experiences and backgrounds of teachers and leaders 

and their students. The term “cultural competence” can 

be defined as the ability to understand the within-group 

differences that make each student unique while also 

celebrating the between-group variation and using this 

understanding to inform and expand teaching practices 

in the classroom.88 In other words, cultural competence 

is having an awareness of one’s own cultural identity and 

views about difference, and the ability to learn and build on 

the varying cultural and community norms of students and 

their families.89 
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The effectiveness of programs that develop positive 

student behavior increases when programs are 

coupled with training on multicultural competence.90 

The disproportionate number of students of color who 

are disciplined for more subjective behaviors suggests 

that addressing teacher and leader perceptions of that 

behavior should be part of any effort to create a positive 

school climate. Professional development that includes 

culturally responsive pedagogy in order for teachers and 

leaders to have a better understanding and appreciation of 

cultural diversity and appropriate ways of creating a more 

inclusive learning environment can support that effort.

increasing the presence of  

non-instructional Staff

Under-resourced schools, which include most schools 

serving high numbers of students of color, are rarely able 

to afford sufficient non-instructional support staff, including 

guidance counselors and social workers. Schools with 

a high ratio of students to non-instructional staff 

struggle to provide the needed support to students 

and teachers. Further, many of the districts that can 

afford non-instructional staff choose to fund positions to 

“deal” with poor behavior rather than to prevent it. For 

example, in New York City’s schools, there are more than 

5,100 police personnel compared to approximately 3,000 

guidance counselors and 1,500 social workers.91 

In comparison, the Cleveland Metropolitan School District, 

where more than 85 percent of the students are students 

of color,92 has invested in support staff for students and 

has witnessed positive results. The district experienced 

a 59 percent decrease in out-of-school suspensions after 

implementing an approach addressing the social and 

emotional needs of students, including through the use of 

student support teams, counselors, positive interventions, 

and planning centers.93 The presence of non-instructional 

support staff is a critical component in improving student 

behavior by addressing the underlying cause of the behavior.

partnership with the Juvenile Justice System

School systems cannot do this work alone, especially 

when other systems such as juvenile justice are 

interconnected when it comes to arrests and court 

referrals. Across the nation, examples are emerging of 

state legislatures, school districts, and juvenile justice 

systems working together to end the school-to-prison 

pipeline. The Colorado state legislature passed a law 

that gives schools the flexibility to use restorative justice 

policies rather than punitive discipline policies that push 

students into the justice system.94 Some partnerships 

are in the form of commissions and others are created 

by a memorandum of understanding (MOU). This can be 

witnessed in Colorado’s Clayton County, where the school 

district, judicial system, and community organizations 

created MOUs to end the school-to-prison pipeline within 

the county (see “Climate Changer” box below). 

These commissions and MOUs help create a shared 

understanding between schools, police, and the judicial 

system regarding the roles and responsibilities of 

each entity to uphold a safe and supportive learning 

environment for all students. These partnerships 

the effectIveness of programs that develop posItIve 
student behavIor Increases when programs are 
coupled wIth traInIng on multIcultural competence.
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understand the negative effects of punitive disciplinary 

actions and use non-punitive discipline approaches as the 

foundation for the guidelines and roles that each entity 

plays. The Advancement Project outlines three major 

pieces that should be included in a partnership or MOU 

with a police department: 

1. involvement of the police department in a school-

based infraction; 

2. procedures concerning other police conduct in schools 

(searches, questioning, and restraints); and 

3. transparency, accountability, and training.95

climate changer 
The Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative in Clayton, 

Georgia, where students of color make up 93 percent 

of the student population,96 created positive change 

in ending the school-to-prison pipeline.In Clayton, the 

local judicial system, the Clayton County Public School 

superintendent, the police chief, parents, youth, the local 

NAACP branch, and mental and social services came 

together to address school discipline. The stakeholders 

created two MOUs to address the problem. The first 

MOU made misdemeanor offenses in schools ineligible 

for court referrals unless (1) a warning was properly 

communicated to the student and caretaker for the first 

offense; and (2) referral to a conflict resolution workshop 

was given for the second offense. 

The second MOU created a multidisciplinary panel 

to serve as a single point of entry for all child service 

agencies, including schools, when referring children, 

youth, and families for petition to the court. Immediately 

following implementation, court referrals declined by 67 

percent. As a result of these efforts, by the end of SY 

2011–12, the number of students referred to the juvenile 

court for school offenses was reduced by 83 percent. 

Students of color referred to the court for school offenses 

was reduced by 43 percent.97
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ConClusion
Creating a positive school climate requires the inclusion 

of effective and equitable school discipline policies as 

part of a broad and comprehensive approach to school 

reform that involves school staff, students, families, and the 

community. Currently a significant number of schools are 

using ineffective and punitive practices and applying them 

disproportionately to students of color, English language 

learners, and students with disabilities. Further, these 

practices do not address the underlying causes of the 

behavior and can have lasting, harmful consequences for 

the students to whom they are most often applied. Schools 

should take a preventive and responsive approach that 

ensures that students are socially, mentally, and physically 

safe and engaged in learning the skills necessary for 

college and a career.

By ending punitive and discriminatory discipline policies 

and adopting practices that address discipline in fair 

and equitable ways, all students can proceed through 

an educational process that leads to graduation gowns 

instead of prison stripes.

By ending punitive and 
discriminatory discipline 
policies and adopting 
practices that address 
discipline in fair and 
equitaBle ways, all 
students can proceed 
through an educational 
process that leads 
to graduation gowns 
instead of prison stripes. 

Secondary school reform efforts will be limited unless they 

take a holistic approach that examines every aspect of 

the school experience for students, teachers, and leaders. 

In the same way that one recognizes the importance of 

meeting the needs of the whole child, so too must the 

needs of the whole school be met. The Alliance is releasing 

the following series of papers providing a framework for 

effective and sustainable reform as they relate to:

 y Climate Change: Creating an Integrated Framework 

for Improving School Climate (August 2013)

 y Climate Change: Providing Equitable Access to 

Rigorous Course Work by Preparing All Students for 

College and a Career

 y Climate Change: Providing Equitable Access to 

Effective Teaching by Preparing, Supporting, and 

Developing Effective Instructional Practices

Previously Released and upcoming Climate Change Publications
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feDeral, State, anD loCal poliCy reCommenDationS
To help provide these safe learning environments, by 

in part addressing discipline practices, the Alliance for 

Excellent Education proposes the following federal, state, 

and local policy recommendations.

federal policy recommendations

 y Low-performing schools, as identified under Section 

1116 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, 

should be required to assess schoolwide discipline 

issues, including through a diagnostic analysis of 

data submitted in response to the U.S. Department 

of Education’s Civil Rights Data Collection. Where 

applicable, these schools should identify and 

implement evidence-based, schoolwide discipline 

policies and practices to strengthen student-staff 

relationships and create a positive school climate. 

Middle and high schools should describe the process 

for implementing an early-warning indicator system 

to identify students in need of targeted supports and 

integrated services.

 y Local education agencies (LEAs) receiving federal 

funding should track and report to the state and 

make school- and grade-level discipline data publicly 

available, including that of nonviolent behavior. The 

data should include the number and type of instances 

and the disciplinary response (including number 

of students suspended, both in school and out of 

school, and length of suspension). Data should be 

disaggregated by race/ethnicity, gender, English 

language learner status, and disability. Any disparities 

should be addressed through timely and targeted 

reform, professional development, and increased 

student services. 

 y LEAs should track and report, in the disaggregate, 

student grade retention rates and the percentage of 

students transferred with the district, including the 

reason for transfer, to better assess the extent to 

which practices that “push out” or disengage students 

are being applied.

 y Competitive federal grant programs, such as  

Race to the Top, should incentivize the adoption 

of school discipline codes that are aligned with the 

principles of SWPBIS, social-emotional learning,  

and restorative practices.

State and District policy recommendations

Overall school discipline policies

 y School staff should create a shared vision for positive 

school climate that engages school staff, students, 

families, and the community. 

 y Based on that vision, school staff should 

create a positive school climate policy agenda 

and identify best practices and programs that 

support that vision. (Resource: National School 

Climate Center, “School Climate Practices for 

Implementation and Sustainability,” http://www.

schoolclimate.org/publications/documents/

SchoolClimatePracticeBriefs-2013.pdf.) District-level 

staff should be involved to the extent needed to 

support the implementation of that vision.

 y District-level and school-based staff should reexamine 

the applicable code of conduct, including through the 

use of student, parent/caregiver, and staff surveys, 

to assess current policies. This review should seek 

to reduce the inclusion of zero-tolerance policies. 

http://www.schoolclimate.org/publications/documents/SchoolClimatePracticeBriefs-2013.pdf
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(Resource: National Opportunity to Learn Campaign, 

Solutions Not Suspensions, and Opportunity Action, 

“Stopping Out-of-School Suspensions, A Guide for 

State Policy,” http://www.otlcampaign.org/resources/

stopping-out-school-suspensions-guide-state-policy.)

 y State and district policy should require the presence 

of a parent/caregiver during any proceeding that could 

result in a student receiving either an out-of-school or 

in-school suspension. 

 y State and district policy should establish, publicly 

distribute, and post due process procedures 

for suspensions, transfers, and expulsions with 

students and parents/caregivers in a clear and easily 

understandable format. 

 y School district policy should require that when students 

are suspended they are provided with the materials and 

opportunities necessary to ensure that they can make 

up any exams, classwork, and homework assignments.

 y Districts should support schoolwide and, ideally, 

districtwide evidence-based programs that contribute 

to a positive school climate, such as restorative justice 

programs, SWPBIS, and social-emotional learning, 

as an alternative to suspensions. Suspensions should 

be reserved for instances where students pose as a 

threat to themselves or others.

The role of law enforcement

 y In districts that place law enforcement or armed 

personnel in schools, appropriate restrictions should 

be placed on the infractions they are permitted to 

respond to when they can make an arrest. Districts 

should define a clear role for law enforcement, where 

applicable, that is aligned with effective, supportive, 

and inclusive practices and should provide the 

necessary training and support.  

(Resource: Advancement Project, “Proposed 

Memorandum of Understanding Between the School 

District and the Police Department,” http://b.3cdn.net/

advancement/cf357b9f96d8c55ff8_rdm6ib9js.pdf.)

Professional development

 y District and school leaders should assess professional 

development opportunities for teachers and leaders that 

are intended to support positive and equitable discipline 

practices and strengthen student, parent/caregiver, 

and staff relationships. Professional development 

should provide information and resources related to 

conflict resolution, effective practices in classroom and 

behavior management, culturally responsive practices, 

and the strengthening of teacher-student and teacher-

parent/caregiver relationships.

The collection and use of data for identification, 
intervention, and support

 y District and school leaders should collect, report, 

and analyze school-, grade-, and classroom-level 

discipline data (including that of nonviolent behavior 

including tardiness or truancy, and subjective behavior 

such as willful defiance) on an ongoing basis. The 

data should be examined (across the district, schools 

within the same district, and classrooms within 

the same school) for instances of disproportionate 

disciplining. The data should include the number and 

type of instances and disciplinary response (including 

number of students suspended, both in school and 

out of school, and length of suspensions). Data should 

be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, gender, English 

language learner status, and disability. Any disparities 

should be addressed through timely and targeted 

reform, professional development, and increased 

student services.

http://b.3cdn.net/advancement/cf357b9f96d8c55ff8_rdm6ib9js.pdf
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 y To better assess lost instructional time, schools 

should collect and report data on the number of days 

a student is removed from the classroom to serve an 

in-school suspension. Students serving an out-of-

school suspension should be recorded as absent.

 y Student, parent/caregiver, and teacher surveys should 

be provided to better assess school climate and be 

paired with a tailored response to address any issues 

revealed by the surveys.

Students with disabilities

 y A school or district’s effort to reduce the use of 

exclusionary discipline practices should begin with 

a close examination of student data. Specifically, 

schools and districts should collect and analyze 

data by the percentage of students of color and 

English language learners identified as having 

a disability, by the student subgroup, and by the 

rates at which these students are suspended. 

For the purpose of determining disparities and 

overrepresentation, schools and districts should 

compare the data to state averages. If a significant 

number of schools or districts are identified as 

disproportionately disciplining students of color or 

English language learners with disabilities, schools 

should be ranked by the level of disproportionate 

disciplinary action in order to prioritize targeted 

and supportive intervention.

The Alliance is a participant in the Council of State Governments Justice Center School Discipline Consensus 

Project, which will be releasing in 2014 a comprehensive set of policies and recommended school discipline practices 

based on input from juvenile justice, school climate, law enforcement, and health advisory groups consisting of 

experts across the fields. The Council of State Governments Justice Center provides practical, nonpartisan advice and 

consensus-driven strategies, informed by available evidence, to increase public safety and strengthen communities. 

For more information, visit csgjusticecenter.org/youth/projects/school-discipline-consensus-project. 

http://csgjusticecenter.org/youth/projects/school-discipline-consensus-project
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